any notion of an unbridgeable divide between mechanism and organism. Tresch's path to that interpretation is richly documented and persuasive. Whereas the classic eighteenth-century machine had been an affair of relentlessly functioning clockwork, levers, and balances, the machines of the romantic age had more to do with transformation and conversion. Steam engines, for example, burned coal, transformed it into work, and electromagnetic devices exploited the newly discovered conversion between electricity and magnetism. As Tresch has it, even daguerreotypes and the excitingly new genre of the diorama should likewise be seen as agents of transformation, somewhere between the realm of mystery, even magic, and a realistic representation of the world. In this light, it is not hard to see how one of Tresch's scientific exemplars of the romantic generation, François Arago, was drawn into the enthusiastic promotion of the daguerreotype as an innovation that fused the technical and the esthetic, the remote world of the savant and the public sphere. When Arago commended the new photographic process before the Chamber of Deputies in 1839, he spoke as a former member of the elite Laplacean circle at Arcueil who had successfully fashioned a freer, more open role for himself as a lecturer to adoring audiences at the Paris Observatory and someone equally at home in the Academy of Science and the literary circles of his playwright brother and his near neighbor in Paris, Honoré de Balzac.
In treating the three decades or so from the fall of the first Napoleonic Empire to the revolution of 1848, Tresch comes face to face with the French people's profound and often painful rethinking of its destiny. In the early years especially, memories of a lost past drew some to pine for the days of Napoleonic military glory (a dream dear to the hearts of current and former students at the É cole polytechnique who had known or come close to the exhilaration of service in the imperial army). Others, more numerous, looked back to the Ancien Régime of Church and monarchy and indulged their nostalgia through the study of medieval antiquities and diatribes against the soulless rationality of the Enlightenment and its Napoleonic manifestations. Many in the romantic generation, though, had their eyes turned firmly to the future, and it is among those very different spirits that Tresch finds his main protagonists. Most though by no means all of them were young in 1815, and they identified France's greatest challenge as the need to adjust to the norms of industrial modernity that had taken root in Britain. Sadi Carnot was just such a protagonist, liberal in politics, compassionate in his social attitudes, and clear-eyed in his recognition of the price that France had paid for over two decades of almost unbroken war and isolation from the industrial pacemaker across the Channel. His analysis of the heat engine in his Réflexions sur la puissance motrice du feu (1824) was stimulated by the startling economy of the Abraham Woolf's Cornish engine and focussed precisely on the kind of transformation that characterizes Tresch's ''mechanical romanticism.'' Charting a path through the thickets of this rethinking of France's future and finding the thread of romanticism in it all is a formidable task. Few thickets were untouched by something we could identify as a manifestation of a romantic turn, so that romanticism (on a broad definition) can be found almost everywhere. It is precisely this slipperiness of the category of the ''romantic'' that makes the handling of it so challenging and the thesis of The Romantic Machine so important. Tresch recognizes the difficulty and treads judiciously, though with an adventurousness that time and again tests conventional historiographical boundaries. His engineers, for example, are not to be identified exclusively with the makers of machines. Artificial paradises, such as the ideal communities of Claude Henri Saint-Simon and the humanitarian socialist Pierre Leroux, needed their ''engineers'' too, engineers who bestrode the realms of the mechanical and the human. Here, I warm particularly to Tresch's insistence that the Saint-Simonian religion, his ''New Christianity,'' should not be seen as a purely technocratic construction rooted in the mechanical age; it was no less an affair of the emotions, as Saint-Simon's protégé and one-time secretary, Auguste Comte, came to recognize. In this enlarged sense, Comte too is an engineer for Tresch, and his positivist calendar becomes a work of ''paper technology'' with transformation as its guiding principle. Each year progressed through the thirteen-Comtean months from Moses to Bichat, so recapitulating the ideal pattern of humanity's advance toward the positivist state. Likewise, the positivist sacraments, delivered at roughly seven-year intervals, marked the passage of each of us from cradle to grave. Such a model fits elegantly into Tresch's scheme.
The Romantic Machine bristles with ideas on a dazzlingly wide canvas. Its specific insights include an illuminating account of the challenges to the authority of favored savants, notably Laplace, who had held sway so confidently through the Napoleonic period. And it offers a refreshingly plausible context for some of the titans of French physical science in the period who (at least for me) have never quite ''fitted'': Tresch's discussion of the ''quiet synthesis'' of the mechanistic and romantic strands in André-Marie Ampère's thought makes this Janus-faced figure appear distinctly less of an oddity. But there is much else to go at as well. Given the book's capacious scope, it is to be hoped that literary scholars and other cultural historians will be ready to quarry a work no less germane to their concerns than it is to those of historians of science and technology. This is one of the rare products of our field that can be recommended with confidence to readers yet to be persuaded of the centrality of science and its applications in the fashioning of Western literate culture. It is a fascinating book and a must for anyone seeking to get to grips with the complex, knotty roots of modernity.
